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Feature: Hell Called. It Wants Its Cabs Back.

When the Parking Authority took over Philly cabs five years ago,
we were supposed to get a cleaner, safer, friendlier experience.
But many city taxis are still junkers, and the drivers are often
surly and clueless. Why are we being taken for such a ride?
By Nick DiUlio

SPEEDY WAITS FOR ANOTHER FARE to get in the backseat and tell him where to go. His is

the last cab in a line of about a dozen outside 30th Street Station. A fog of tailpipe steam drifts

between bumpers, occasionally cut through by a homeless man in tatters, begging. Speedy and I

have been riding together for more than two hours, and the November night outside is growing

long and turning cold. He motions that he wants to show me something.

Fumbling through the scattered ephemera of his dashboard, he pulls out his cell phone and

brings up a photograph on the screen. It’s of Jamaica, the country of his birth, and he allows the

image to sink in, glowing in the silent dark of his cab like a tiny pixelated flame. White sand and

impossibly blue water, a few wind-bent palm trees, waves breaking against the paradisial

shoreline.

“That’s my beach,” he says, touching his finger to the small, grainy photo. “I live right across the

street from this.”

Brought from Jamaica to West Philadelphia by his parents at the age of nine, Speedy — or

Gresford Speid, as his license reads — started driving a cab at 18, maybe 19; he can’t recall

exactly. Taxis offered Speedy the type of freedom he says runs in his blood. And for a while, he

tells me, “This business was a joy, a pleasure.” Back then, 20 years ago, driving a cab meant

independence and more than a modicum of pride. Back then it was possible for him to go home

at the end of the week with more than $1,000 in his pocket.

Speedy says driving a cab in Philly “is now torture.” The freedom, the adventure, the pride —

gone. These days, he says he’s lucky to end most weeks with any profit at all, and it’s been this

way for five years now.

That’s how long the Philadelphia Parking Authority has controlled cabs here. I hear Speedy’s lament echoed again and again by

other drivers, who are universally frustrated and angry.

And there’s another problem, one that became obvious to me on a recent weekend in the taxi capital of America, New York City.

My girlfriend and I slid into the backseat of a shiny yellow car parked outside Penn Station — into a backseat with room — and my

eyes immediately landed on something arresting: a bright, recessed monitor positioned in the middle of the cab’s divider. When I

touched the screen and it came to life, I giggled like a little kid.
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During a dozen or so rides up and down Manhattan, I found this toy in every backseat, and like some naive, wide-eyed bumpkin, I

played with each one — checking weather forecasts, monitoring our present location on Google Maps, and even watching a

Vampire Weekend video to pass the time. It was, frankly, awesome.

Taking my next Philly cab was like finding coal under the tree on Christmas morning. It was an old, cramped Crown Victoria with

the same old mysterious odors, and warnings and notices pasted on a divider an inch from my knees, and no glittering monitor. I

was back in Philadelphia, and I just had to accept it.

 

But why? Cities besides the Big Apple have upgraded their service — in San Francisco, hybrid vehicles comprise 14 percent of the

city’s cab fleet, and Boston and Denver (Denver!) are close on its heels, aiming to put more tech-savvy, eco-friendly cabs on their

streets over the next few years. Why not us?

Why the pissed-off cab drivers — or ones who barely speak English and don’t know their way around the city? Why not drivers

who might actually be interested in carrying on a conversation? Why cabs without any uniformity or amenities, other than a lumpy

seat to squeeze into with the hope that when you squeeze out you won’t discover ripped pants or a peculiar stain on your jacket?

Having spent six weeks plummeting down the Philadelphia taxicab rabbit hole, I think I found some answers.

FIVE YEARS AGO, brighter days were supposedly on the horizon for Philly’s cabs. In April  2005, the Philadelphia Parking

Authority took control of the taxi industry from the state’s Public Utility Commission. The thought was that the PUC, which regulates

multibillion-dollar companies like PECO and PGW, wasn’t equipped to oversee a small, niche industry that consisted of fewer than

2,000 taxis. Regulations were loose, enforcement was sporadic, and compliance was an afterthought for most cab drivers and

owners. Officials argued that the PUC’s apathy and ineffectiveness was to blame — and handing control over to a local agency

seemed like the logical first step in turning things around.

And, to be sure, that’s what it set out to do. That summer, the PPA’s new Taxicab & Limousine Division immediately replaced the

PUC’s rules and regulations with a 98-page book outlining in no uncertain terms that cab drivers and owners were going to have

to shape up or ship out. For instance, taxis are now inspected not once a year, but twice: first at a Pennsylvania state inspection

station and again at a PPA facility. The PPA also sent to the streets a force of 11 new inspectors to perform spot examinations for

everything from bald tires to odorous interiors.

Fines were levied. A first offense for a missing hubcap or wheel cover, for instance, meant a $100 ticket ($225 for a second

offense, and $350 with a possible suspension for a third). Similar penalties applied to dirty cabs (interior, exterior and trunk), a

driver’s attire (collared shirts, no open-toed shoes), and the driver’s use of a cell phone (prohibited while behind the wheel). The

parking authority brought its infamous uncompromising philosophy of governance to the taxicab industry.

And fines and enforcement were just the beginning. The agency also made it mandatory that all cabs accept credit card payments

for fares of any amount, forcing drivers to pay a five percent service fee on every transaction. And most cabs had to be outfitted

with a universal GPS system, which not only provides directions when needed, but can also track every certified cab in the city,

whether on duty or not.

Even Speedy, who has no love lost for the PPA, admits that the new regime had a positive affect on the industry’s appearance. In
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the days of the PUC, what he calls “the duct-tape era,” the condition of the cabs was deplorable. In fact, Philly taxis, in those days,

were downright dangerous.

 

Yet while all those changes have been good for passengers, they have only made things harder on drivers. And as I learned, if the

drivers ain’t happy, well, ain’t nobody happy.

 WHEN HE PICKS ME UP at the corner of 44th and Spruce one evening in November, Speedy is measured and articulate. It’s just

after six o’clock, and the scene of Philly’s darkened streets unfolds beneath his deep, cinematic narration. He tells me stories of

“the old days”: about the time he was held up at gunpoint for a mere $20 fare; about lecturing drug dealers on the foolishness of

their negotiations; and about making more money before the advent of the PPA’s higher fines and fees, the skyrocketing cost of

medallions (more on that in a moment) and their leases, and a steady decline in city ridership. A half-hour into the ride, I ask

Speedy about the changes to the industry over the past five years — meaning the PPA takeover — and his tone changes

drastically.

“These cats were coming at us like butchers! Yes, you had some wild, crazy drivers out here doing some underhanded nonsense

at times. But not everyone. And the PPA didn’t know how to differentiate between the two. They just came in willy-nilly. They didn’t

have a clue about anything pertaining to the industry.”

To fully appreciate the anger — of many drivers, not just Speedy — it’s critical to understand one thing: Being a cab driver in Philly

is, in a word, brutal. It’s an expensive, dangerous and complex hustle that comprises long hours, high tensions, and more than its

share of indignities. So buckle up, because it gets a little complicated.

First, there’s the medallion, a small, metal disk affixed to the hood of the cab that indicates a vehicle is certified to operate in the

city. In Philadelphia, there are a set number of these — 1,600 to be exact — and buying one outright, well, fuggetaboutit. The

average cost of a single Philadelphia taxi medallion these days is about $300,000, so drivers are typically forced to lease one from

one of the city’s private medallion owners.

Leasing a medallion costs drivers $400 a week. And the city currently has more than 4,000 licensed cab drivers (and counting) but

only those 1,600 medallions, which often means that if a driver has a gripe with his medallion owner or the condition of his cab …

oh well. There’s a line of guys thousands long who’d be more than happy to take your place, buddy.

Since most new drivers can’t afford to buy their own vehicles, they often wind up leasing these as well, which is another $200-per-

week expense. Finally, drivers who affiliate with one of 11 radio dispatch companies in the city, such as Olde City, Victory or All

City, pay another $20 to $80 a week. And then there’s gas, which costs upward of $350 every seven days.

 

Do the math. To be in the black at the end of the week, the average driver who doesn’t own his medallion or car needs to pull in a

grand just to cover expenses. To accomplish this, drivers like Speedy work a minimum of 12 hours a day for six or seven days a

week; some of the younger drivers even put in 18- or 24-hour stretches at a time, stealing sporadic naps. And yet we wonder why

every cabbie in the city doesn’t greet us with a broad smile and a “How are you today, good sir?”

Considering the economics and the grueling hours, it’s also not surprising that driving a cab isn’t the most sought-after job in town.
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“Just look around,” says Emanuel Ndukwu, a Nigerian and Philadelphia cab driver of 10 years. He’s gesturing to the taxicab lot on

Island Avenue near the airport, where drivers wait, sometimes two hours, for their turn at the airport line. His point is obvious. The

nationalities of the drivers in attendance are conspicuously absent of white, Anglo-Saxon Americans.

“Americans hate this job because they think those who do it are not fit to be human beings. We are the dogs,” says Ndukwu.

“When I drive my wife’s car, a nice 2007 [model], people respect me. But once I’m in this box, this coffin,” he says, pounding the

trunk of his cab, “I lose all privileges.”

Making all this worse, of course, is the fact that the bar is so low for becoming a cabbie in the first place. I was surprised to learn

that pretty much anyone can get a Philadelphia cab license, via a shockingly simple process. Take $115 down to 2415 South

Swanson Street; sign up for a four-day class; undergo citizenship, driving record, and criminal-background checks; and take a test

that measures basic English proficiency and the logistical workings of a taxi vehicle. That’s basically it. There’s generally no road

evaluation, no city residency requirement, and no real oversight of a driver’s ability to handle customers.

“The PPA doesn’t even take the driver around the block to see if he can drive,” says Ron Blount, a city cabbie for 20-plus years

and head of a local advocacy group of drivers intent on improving conditions. “I was at 30th Street the other day, and a driver

came up to me and asked me how to put the car in reverse. In reverse!”

EVEN IF PHILADELPHIA could raise the status of drivers — and thereby at least make dealing with them slightly more pleasant

— there remains another stubborn problem: The quality of our cabs is still all  over the map. That’s because they’re either owned by

the drivers themselves or, more frequently, leased from individual medallion owners. With decentralized ownership, we can

demand newer, more tech-savvy, fuel-efficient and comfortable vehicles all we want — but who’s going to pay for them?

If there’s a solution to our cab problems, it probably has to come through the medallion owners; that’s where the money is, and the

strange, sticky story of the medallion may contain the seeds of the city’s best hope.

 

In Philly, most cab drivers can’t even dream of buying one of those 1,600 medallions. There are several hundred owners of

Philadelphia medallions — some have one or two, some have many — who lease them to drivers. Many cities, including New

York, where medallions go for about $900,000 apiece, operate under the same system — but we’re still way behind the times.

Simon Abitbol is one of Philly’s most prominent and wealthy medallion owners. In 1999, he moved here from New York, where he

had started as a driver and eventually worked his way to owning one of the city’s largest cab fleets. But he left it all  behind

because there was a fresh opportunity here.

Back then, medallions sold for about $50,000, and Abitbol knew that was a problem. With a regulatory system in the dumps and

the sale and transfer of medallions handled by just two brokers, he realized no one was actively investing in the city’s cab industry.

So he started buying and selling medallions in order to break up the party and share the wealth; banks offering would-be

medallion owners better financing rates helped the process along.

Medallion values in Philly rose rapidly, and the value of the medallion, says Abitbol, is everything. For one, it encourages new

revenue possibilities for the industry. For instance, if the state decided to add 30 new Philly medallions at their current value, that’s

a $9 million windfall that could potentially then be invested in newer vehicles and technologies. A higher medallion value also

encourages more responsible investing, which in turn should encourage better service. It’s a bit of a chicken-and-egg business
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gamble: Would nicer cabs and better-trained drivers increase ridership significantly? We won’t really know until  we try it. But with

increased ridership, drivers would obviously earn more, and medallion owners could then charge more to lease them.

In November, Abitbol, who says he owns more than 200 medallions, was awarded a $900,000 grant from Harrisburg to put 50 new

handicap-accessible, natural-gas-fueled vehicles on the street. A score for the good fight, and an indication that perhaps the

millions of dollars flowing through the medallion system will be the source of our taxicab redemption.

IN SPEEDY'S TAXI, with the small Jamaican flag dangling from the rearview mirror like a talisman, I can’t help but think that what

makes our city’s cab experience so sad and lack-luster has just as much to do with the human stories behind it as it does the

money and political will that may one day fix our cabs. Maybe the medallion owners will eventually give us our touchscreens and

hybrids. Maybe the PPA, which just released a new 236-page book of proposed rules and regulations that include retiring cabs

after 200,000 miles, will be the good cop after all. Maybe.

 

Speedy stops on the corner of 12th and Spruce around 8:30 to pick up a sharply dressed man in a dark suit and tie who asks to

be taken to Penn Station.

“Penn Station?” Speedy chuckles. “Penn Station? When you’re in Philly, make sure you say 30th Street Station, dude. You say

Penn Station and we gonna end up on the Turnpike.”

Speedy, like almost every other cabbie I met, says he’s not going to be in this for much longer. Once his son graduates from

college, he’s packing his bags and moving back to Jamaica.

After his passenger gets out at 30th Street Station, Speedy loops around the station, puts his cab in park, and waits in line behind

a dozen or so taxis for another fare. As we wait, he takes out his cell phone. He has a picture he wants to show me.


